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John Shea 

An Approach to Pastoral  
Theology 

For the pastoral minister theology   
must become a discernable skill   
paralleling his counselling and   
organizational ability. 

It is certainly a cliche, definitely a bore, and undeniably true 
that the Catholic pastoral minister is suffering an identity crisis. 
But in no way is he wallowing in it. Reluctant to interpret 
himself solely in a liturgical-sacramental vocabulary he is 
searching, sometimes desperately, for a wider self-
understanding.  

His search has led him into the areas of counselling   
and organization. More often than not the pastoral minister   
has taken courses in psychology or has had some supervision in 
counselling. He no longer flounders with people who come to 
see him but has developed a helping style. He is conversant 
with Rogers and Carkhuff, systematic in his approach, and 
knows what he wants accomplished in any given session. Part 
of the pastoral minister's developing self-understanding is as a 
para-professional in counselling.  

The pastoral minister has also searched out the techniques of 
organizational development. He no longer  runs open-ended, 
rambling, inefficient meetings. He has learned to state goals 
behaviorally and marshall the means to achieve those goals. He 
mobilizes people around their needs and feelings to insure 
interest in the survival of any particular group.  He is not a 
pious man holding people together with smiles and frowns but a 
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skilled organizer who gets things done. Complementing the 
pastoral minister's counselling skills is a new sense of his 
organizational ability. 

In his search for self-definition the pastoral minister often   
sees theology as neutral. He has read or attended lectures on   
the ideas of Rahner, Kung, and Schillebeeckx, but they have   
seemed distant corners from his day-in-day ministry. He 
definitely has a new vision of Church, but he does not attribute 
it to theology but to the psychodynamics of actual community 
living. Counselling and organization are immediately useful 
skills. Theology does not come across as a skill but as 
speculative word games that are endemic to the university but 
irrelevant to the parish.  

A parish priest put the issue strongly, "I dislike and distrust 
sterile theological ideas"; and a deacon, after six months in a 
parish, returned to the seminary to spread the news, "You don't 
need theology. People don't ask theological questions." The 
theologian often responds to this criticism with the background" 
argument. Theology is the necessary background for all Church 
activity. Without theological underpinnings the Church is 
reduced to a secular enterprise and the minister is exhaustively 
defined in secular terms.  

This is undoubtedly true, but it is not enough. If theology is 
to contribute to the identity of the pastoral minister, it must be 
more than an articulated belief system which gives motivational 
support and is periodically consulted. For the pastoral minister 
theology must become a discernable skill paralleling 
counselling and organizational ability. Theology must be seen 
not as stockpiled knowledge but as an interpretative style that 
responds to the deepest needs of the community. When this 
happens the specifically religious dimension of ministry will 
have recovered its primordial right to enter in and define the 
role of the minister. 
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A METHODOLOGY FOR PASTORAL THEOLOGY 

This article will attempt to elaborate and systematize (as   
much as possible) the skill of pastoral theology. The hope is   
that the pastoral minister in functioning as a pastoral theo-  
logian will discover a significant aspect of his identity. The   
structure of the article is first to outline a methodology for pas-
toral theology and second to exemplify this methodology.  

The proposed method of pastoral theology has three stages: 
(1) to identify and elaborate the paradigmatic experiences of 
any individual or group, (2) to bring up the Christian tradition to 
illuminate and direct that experience, and (3) to elaborate a style 
and strategy of action out of the self-understanding that emerges 
from the encounter of experience and tradition. This 
methodology is not pastoral theology itself but an identification 
of the components of pastoral theology. 

 
In the first stage, the pastoral ministry identifies the para-  

digmatic experiences of the people. Etymologically, paradig-  
matic means "to show forth a pattern." The experiences the   
pastoral minister must search out are those happenings and 
encounters which have such an impact that they influence the 
way life is lived. A paradigmatic experience does not die the 
moment it is over. It remains in the person, not inactively as a 
residue but as a continual ferment. Some events are memorable; 
others easily forgotten. Some experiences are inconsequential, 
others the source of many decisions. The pastoral minister 
concentrates on those key experiences that dominate and shape 
the life of the individual and the community. 

 
If the pastoral minister is to identify the funding experiences 

of a community, he must belong to that community. In the 
recent past of the Catholic Church belonging was more 
automatic; the structures of belonging were more evident. One 
of these structures was ethnic identification. If an Irish priest 
(Polish, Italian, etc.) moved into an Irish parish (Polish, Italian, 
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etc.), he immediately belonged to that community.  The people 
knew the experiences out of which both he and his parents had 
come. His family might even be known by many members of 
the parish. He had instant rapport and was quickly at home. A 
second structure of belonging was the hard and fast categories 
which gave the priest a definite social role in community. The 
way a priest belonged to a community was clearly spelled out 
by custom and history. If a priest broke with this traditional 
mode of belonging canon law and moral theology had a word 
for it—scandal. Both the structure of ethnicity (Irish ministering 
to Irish, Polish to Polish, etc.) and the strict social confinement 
of the priest are not as prevalent as they once were. 

 
If the minister is to belong to the community today, he must   

belong on the level of the human. He must empathically under-  
stand the people to whom he is minister. He must dwell with   
them and share in their celebrations and their griefs. This way of 
belonging mediates between absorption and aloofness. The   
pastoral minister must not lose himself in the community for   
if he does, he becomes incapable of ministering to it. On the   
other hand he cannot remain so aloof from the community that 
he does not understand its depth experiences and relates to it   
only as a tourist. Belonging to a community is both a painful   
and ecstatic way of life and indispensable for the person who   
would be the pastoral theologian. 

 
The initial stance of the belonging minister is listening. 

The pastoral minister must listen not only to what is said but 
to what, even though it is unsaid, is felt. Listening in the 
sense of entering into and understanding is not an innate 
disposition in man. It is a discipline that must be developed 
against the constant preoccupation with the self and its 
thoughts. One of the hazards of ministry is that the minister 
reads too quickly the needs of the people. He does not listen, 
he guesses; and his guesses often reflect more of himself than 
actual community needs. He then begins to build programs 
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and services around these guesses and is painfully surprised 
by the fact that very few seem interested. Discerning a 
community's religious needs and its real paradigmatic 
experiences demand a listening that is characterized as much 
as possible by selflessness. 

 
The paradigmatic experiences of a community or an 

individual are often not immediately evident. They are 
merged with the "non-experiences" and have not yet found 
the vocabulary that will reveal their significance. The 
pastoral minister has to name, to bring into consciousness 
what is motivating and troubling the community. When he 
does this successfully, “head nodding" occurs. The 
community (or person) experience the "aha," i.e., "you have 
said something real about me which I was not able to say ... 
or if I was able to say it, I did not see its significance." In 
this first stage of pastoral theology the minister must be able 
to identify the predominant experiences of the community. In 
order to do this, he must belong to the community on the 
level of the human, empathically listen to its heartbeat, and 
bring into awareness what is motivating and influencing it. 

 
 
 
CHRISTIAN WISDOM AND THE PARADIGM   

 
The second stage of pastoral theology begins once the 

paradigmatic experiences have been named and explored. The 
pastoral minister brings up the Christian tradition. This is the 
specific point where formal theological training enters pastoral 
theology. The minister must have an extensive knowledge of 
Christian wisdom. He must be able to rummage the tradition and 
find the particular symbols that bear upon a particular ex-  
perience. This type of knowledge is not a flat, memorized account   
of the Christian position on various affairs. It is a knowledge built 
on the relationship of primordial human situations and the 
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religious responses these situations call forth. How are dogmas 
related to the cultures in which they were formed? How are church 
structures related to practical problems? How does liturgy take up 
and transform human hope and fear? In a word, the pastoral 
minister must be "moxy" about tradition. 

 
All experience carries within itself the dynamic of revealing   

and concealing. It is part light, part darkness; the tip of the   
iceberg that shows the mass that is hidden. When Christian   
tradition is brought up, it sheds light on the darkness of ex-  
perience, uncovers its hidden depths. A perspective and focus   
is given. The meaning of the experience is lifted out and placed 
in the framework of the Christian worldview. The encounter   

of tradition and experience, when it genuinely takes place, pro-  
duces a change in consciousness. This is not the accumulation   
of knowledge or "musical chairs" with ideas. It is insight, new   
understanding, and possible metanoia. If in the first stage   
the pastoral minister identifies the key experiences and elicits   
an "aha" from the community, in the second stage, when a   
Christian interpretation is given, a more profound "aha" is ex-  
perienced. The Christian perspective is realized. 

ELABORATING A STYLE OF ACTION 

 The third stage in a pastoral theology is to elaborate a 
style and a strategy. This is one of the most pressing problems   
facing the pastoral theologian. In the last ten years the Catholic  
Church has seen the emergence of extremes. At one extreme   
faith is a highly privatized, interior communion with God and   
Christ. The world and its demands are neglected; only what   
is eternal is of value. A spirituality that closes its eyes and   
gazes only inward is cultivated. The heresy of action is railed 
 against. At the other extreme is a new dedication to the earth,   
the embracement of the world. The sole concern is to put an   
end to racism, war, injustice, and poverty. The emphasis of   
faith and God wastes valuable time and drains valuable energy   
that could be spent in helping your brother and sister. The concerns 
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of  faith and God must be bracketed and the pain and anguish of   
the immediate world dealt with. If the first extreme bred a   
narcissism that was hardly Christian, the second extreme flowered  
into disillusionment and cynicism. The task of the pastoral   
minister is to end this polarization, to relate faith and action,   
to show how the Christian-interpreted experience unfolds in a   
personal life-style and a practical strategy. If this is not done   
effectively, the exclusive and false dichotomy of God-man, soul-  
body, world-church, wins the day. 
 

The Christian-interpreted experience intimates a style and   
a strategy, but it does not dictate a particular response to a   
particular problem. This distinction is important, for theology   
should not be expected to provide political and social science   
services. The Christian religious perspective, by the very nature  
of the case, does not provide solutions to the problems of   
housing, pollution, or race. What it does provide is an orientation  
and a framework in which concrete programs can be evaluated.  
There is no one Christian response to each personal and   
political problem. There can be many and differing modes of   
action that are congruent with the Christian vision.  

 
Our response is Christian as long as it emerges from a 

Christian style. This does not lessen Christianity's impact on the 
concrete but focuses its sphere of influence. The Christian 
perspective is not lifelessly tied to a single, timeless, "always 
right" response. The Christian style and strategy unfolds and 
embodies itself in various ways in various cultures. The third 
stages of a pastoral theology is to live out the life and strategy 
which the Christian interpreted experience suggests. 

 
To divide pastoral theology into three stages provides a 

systematic grasp for the pastoral minister. But to mention these   
stages (identifying the experience, bringing up the tradition,   
and elaborating a life-style and a strategy) is only to name the   
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intellectual components. Pastoral theology goes beyond the   
automatic application of a model. In a very real sense the   
pastoral theologian is analogous to the artist. Through his skill he 
dips into the consciousness of the community and its meaning   
and responsibility. He is called to be in Nietzsche’s words a 
“poet of our everyday lives." This reference to poetry brings   
a pre-cognitive feel for the religious dimension of life   
that characterizes great pastoral theology. There may be a   
crisis among pastoral ministers but is should never be the crisis of 
meaning. For as a pastoral theologian the minister engages 
himself and the community, the primordial act of man 
interpreting the Really Real and trying to live in communion 
with it. This is a fundamental drive which, when exercised in 
the concrete, draws on the most creative aspects of the human 
personality.  

 

THE METHOD EXEMPLIFIED 

 

The experience of transcendence will serve to 
exemplify this method of pastoral theology. This 
experience, although seemingly tailored to theological 
reflection, often leaves people mystified and 
embarrassed. To the average church-goer transcendent 
experience is that esoteric thing that happens in 
monasteries and cloisters. When transcendent experience is 
mentioned, the imagination quickly seizes on Paul in the 
seventh heaven, Francis on Mt. Alverno, Catherine of 
Sienna in a three-day trance, Joseph of Cupertino floating 
through the air. But these ecstasies, presuming their 
validity, are only the most intense and spectacular forms 
of transcendent experience.  

 Transcendence can be a commoner, quieter, but 
no less vital experience. An experience becomes 
transcendent when it goes beyond the everyday way of 
perceiving and experiencing the world. What is gone 
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beyond can be anything from time to culture to other 
peoples' opinions. In The Farther Reaches of Human 
Nature, Abraham Maslow outlines thirty various 
meanings of transcendence. An experience becomes 
transcendent when it breaks away from a piecemeal 
mode to a more wholistic perception which combines 
feeling and cognition. Transcendent experience 
understood in this way is not the private privilege of a 
few but a potentiality of being human which is actualized 
to various degrees and in various ways.  

  

In "Some Notes on the Sociological Study of 
Mysticism" Andrew Greeley and William McCready 
remark "In preliminary work with the national  sample ... 
perhaps as many as fifty percent of the American 
population has had some kind of ecstatic experience in 
the course of their lives." But whatever the actual 
statistics are, transcendent experience is widespread 
enough to be the subject of pastoral theology. 

 
When speaking of experience a remark of Alfred North   

Whitehead must be honored: "The word experience is one of   
the most deceitful in philosophy." A distinction might help   
remove some of this deceit. Experience can refer to a single   
occasion, a special event, a definite moment. Transcendent   
experiences of this type are called peak experiences. They are   
intense and fleeting and involve an element of surprise, shock,   
and climax. The experience is understood as a gift. It comes   
without being beckoned and leaves without permission.  

 
There is a second understanding of experience which is not 

so much an instantaneous affair but a "dwelling," a sustained 
realization, a passionate insight. Transcendent experiences of 
this type are called plateau experiences. They are more leisurely 
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and last longer, more reflective and cognitive. In plateau ex- 
periences the person has more control. He may not be able to 
summon the experience at will, but he knows the mental and 
physical setting of the experience and can induce in himself a 
state of openness to these triggers. Understanding transcendent 
experiences as both peak and plateau widens its application and 
brings many people to the realization that "something like this" 
has happened to them. 

 
Some examples of peak and plateau experiences will show   

"transcendence in the concrete." A salesman friend was driving  
a long stretch of tollway across the Midwest. Driving was   
automatic and his mind was on his preoccupying concern—his   
teenage son. He could not remember the last time he and his   
son saw eye to eye or for that matter even looked in the same   
direction. The boy was incorrigible and for the longest time had   
caused him and his wife nothing but pain. Suddenly he was   
struck (his words) "by an overwhelming sense of the goodness   
of this kid." It was not just a deduced intellectual observation   
but a "feeling knowledge" which flooded him and grabbed him   
"in the most real way I have ever experienced." This peak ex-  
perience gave him the renewed energy to relate to his son in a   
creative way.  

 
A second example of a peak experience appeared in Time for 

October 5, 1970. A Time reporter visited Drs. Robert Masters 
and Jean Houston who are doing research into altered states of 
consciousness. Under their direction and suggestion the reporter 
flew "to the core of life itself" and in that sacred place asked 
about the mystery of injustice. "What followed was ineffable ... 
I became more and more sorrowful at what I envisioned, indeed 
tears were streaming down my face; increasingly I could "see" 
in the most profound way I have ever known that the beauty of 
life far exceeds the sorrow, the injustice." A metaphor for peak 
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experience might be explosion, the sudden eruption of felt 
meaning. 

 

PLATEAU EXPERIENCES 

Transcendent plateau experiences are somewhat harder to   
describe. Abraham Maslow gives this example: "The less 
intense plateau-experience is more often experienced as pure 
enjoyment and happiness, as let's say, a mother sitting quietly 
looking, by the hour, at her baby playing and marveling, 
wondering, philosophizing, not quite believing. She can 
experience this is as a very pleasant, continuing, 
contemplative experience.  
  (Abraham Maslow, The Farther Reaches of Human 
 Nature, New York: The Viking Press, 1971, p. 340.) 

In his essay the "Unawareness of God" Michael Novak talks   
about freedom, honesty, community, and courage in a way 
that suggests plateau experiences. "In each such experience 
more  than ourself or any part of ourself seems to be 
operative.... these experiences leave even the atheists to feel at 
moments that he might be participating in the life of another 
than he."   
 (Michael Novak, "The Unawareness of God," The God 
  Experience, ed. Joseph P. Whelan, New York, 
  Newman Press, 1971, p. 8, 15.)  

 
In Man Becoming Gregory Baum is aware of plateau 

experiences in the two dimensions which constitute human 
man selfhood, dialogue and communion. Man comes to be 
through dialogue with others. Out of this ongoing dialogue a 
man develops a sense of who he is and where he is going. 
Men speak to each other words of acceptance and love but 
they also speak painful words that call for conversion and a 
new life style. For Baum in and through these human 
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words a special word is spoken, a word which transcends the 
people involved. This word is discerned as transcendent and 
gratuitous because the speaker knows that is it not necessarily 
his alone and that by it he himself is judged. The same 
reflective awareness is present in communion. Man in 
communion with other people is loved and accepted. In this 
love and acceptance he finds the strength to reply to the 
special word of conversion offered him.  This love and 
acceptance which is the core of man's freedom is a gift given 
him by others. But here again, man senses that the gift of 
human communion goes beyond it, transcends human 
ambiguity and fragility. Man knows that the gift dimension of 
life is more than he is. Plateau experiences are reflective 
entries into the mysteries in which man constantly dwells. 

 
If transcendent experience is what the pastoral theologian   

is going to work with, he must be able to explore it thoroughly   
on the level of description. In other words he must be familiar   
with its psychological and sociological trappings. What are   
some of the common contexts that trigger transcendent experi-
ences (nature, sexual love, the birth of a child, religious 
liturgies, great works of art, scientific knowledge, poetry, the 
creative endeavor)? What are the feelings that accompany 
transcendent experiences (union, a sense of the whole, of 
standing outside oneself, of life purified and renewed, of 
satisfaction arhi joy, of ineffability)? How do these experiences 
affect people?  What are their pitfalls and possibilities?  

 
The pastoral theologian must be familiar with the social 

science aspect not be cause he himself is a psychologist or a 
sociologist but because he must cultivate and exploit the 
experiential basis of theological reflection. If he does not do 
this, his theological language  will not be grounded in the 
experience of the people and will become the basis of alienation 
and not illumination. The pastoral minister must be insightful 
on the shape transcendent experience takes within his 
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community. This experience must be   
brought to consciousness and dwelled within. 

 

There are many components within peak and plateau trans-  
cendent experiences. The pastoral theologian emphasizes the   
sense of the whole, the relationship between the person and the   
totality he is now experiencing, the sense of contact with the   
more, the mystery, the encompassing. In the words of Michael   
Murphy, "This feeling of being entered by or entering upon   
something greater is at the heart of the sense of transcendence.”  
 (Michael Murphy, "Education for Transcendence," 
 Transcendence, ed. by Herbert Richardson and Donald 
R. Cutler  
 Beacon Press, Boston, 1969, p. 18.)  

This "something greater" is ineffable, mysterious, and 
ambiguous. Everything about transcendent experience 
proclaims it is real and supremely important. But at the same 
time it needs interpretation. It is at his point the pastoral 
theologian, having identified and cultivated the experience, 
reaches into the Christian tradition to interpret it. 

THE CHRISTIAN INTERPRETATION 

The fundamental Christian interpretation of the totality to   
which man is related and of which he becomes aware in trans-  
cendent experience is that it accepts him. Acceptance is a   
perennial and extremely powerful need of man. In fact his de-
sire for acceptance is often so great that he will compromise   
himself to gain it. Rather than be ostracized, he will play the   
clown, the fool, the conformist. But when a man puts on a   
mask in order to be accepted he does not really gain the accept-  
ance he wants. He gains a surface acceptability. His projected   
phony image belongs, but he himself is still outside. What man   
really yearns for is an acceptance that knows him through and   
through, his foibles, his sins, his most noble ideals, and the   
mean little longings of his heart; and knowing this accepts   
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him anyway. In other words he wants an ultimate, uncon-  
ditional acceptance. 

 
The Christian wisdom holds that the "something greater"   

which man encounters in his transcendent experience fulfills   
this need. Two Christian symbols that assure us of this acceptance are 
"God is love" and the "Resurrection of Jesus." St. John insists that 
man did not win the favor of a hard-hearted God but that God first 
loved man. St. Paul states that man is justified by God's grace (his 
freely given gift of self) and not by man's mighty attempts at self-
salvation. Paul Tillich elaborates this theme when he says that God 
has accepted man and must accept his own acceptance. He must 
acknowledge that his security lies beyond himself in God's free gift of 
love.  

 
This is also the primal meaning of the Resurrection of Jesus. 

Through out his ministry Jesus calls men to faith, to have confidence 
and  trust in the last power which holds and sustains life. This is the   
new righteousness which Jesus proclaims, a righteousness not based 
on obedience to the law but on the forgiving love of God.   
All Jesus' words and actions—sometimes overtly, sometimes   
obliquely—converge on the theme that God accepts man and   
man should trust in God. In this context the death of Jesus in   
a final violent stroke poses the ultimate religious question "Can   
the last power of life accept man and be gracious toward him   
when this innocent man, Jesus, is crucified? What kind of love   
sanctions this? Does not the torturous death of Jesus reveal   
God's indifference, the most cruel form of rejection?" The   
Resurrection answers this question. God accepts and sustains   
man through the terrors of death and beyond death raises him   
to new life. The Christian tradition proclaims that "something   
greater" cares about man. 

 
The relationship of man to the "something greater" of his   

transcendent experiences is not mere acceptance but a para-  
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doxical acceptance that is also judgment. When man comes to   
the realization that he is accepted, at that very moment he   
knows he is not who he should be. This accusation of his short-  
comings is not finger wagging or the external and unrelated   
demands of law and custom. The critique is an essential com-  
ponent of the acceptance. It would not be experienced and could   
not be borne without the acceptance. This notion of critique is   
expressed in the Gospel of John. The very presence of Jesus,   
whose basic stance towards man is acceptance, is also judgment.  
The acceptance which Jesus proclaims calls for a response  
and inevitably critiques those who do not respond or   
those who only respond partially. 

 

This intimate mutuality of acceptance and critique unfolds   
into the third aspect of the relationship between the "some-  
thing greater" and man. As critique is an essential component   
of acceptance, so call is an essential component of critique.   
Critique is not arbitrary judgment which delights in 
condemnation.  
Its whole purpose is to summon forth new life. The biblical 
symbol which speaks to this call-dimension of transcendent 
experience is The Kingdom of God. The Kingdom of God is 
already present in human life but is not yet fully present. The 
tension between the "already" and the "not yet" exerts a pressure, 
confronts man with the possibilities of more justice, truer peace, 
greater love. There can be no permanent settling in the present, 
for man is haunted by a dynamic and creative unrest which will 
not permit complacency. The "something greater"   
of transcendent experience is a continual call to conversion, a   
summons to new life. 

 
The Christian tradition has been brought up to illuminate   

and direct the transcendent experience. The result has been a   
religious self-understanding—man is accepted, critiqued, and   
called by the "something greater" of his experience. This   
resonates with the traditional statement that by grace the Holy   
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Trinity dwells in man as The Father who loves him, the Son   
who judges him; and the Spirit who gives him life. This 
religious self-understanding urges a definite life-style. It does   
not dictate the particular, but it does supply a strategy. We   
can sketch some elements of this suggested style. 

THE CHRISTIAN LIFE STYLE 

 If man's ultimate relationship is comprised of acceptance,   
critique and call these elements should enter into his proximate   
relationships. Often ideal relationships are characterized as   
those where "complete acceptance" has occurred. This usually   
means that confrontation has been eliminated because it is   
seen as a personal threat. But Christian self-understanding   
urges man to seek critique as an essential component of being   
human and a natural dynamic in relating. At the same time   
it also suggests that critique is only effective when it is inherent   
in acceptance. The conventional wisdom of human relationships   
dichotomizes these elements "I like this person and 'therefore   
accept him. I dislike this person and therefore critique him."   
In this misunderstanding neither acceptance nor critique are   
successful for they are isolated into complacency and bitterness.   
In all human relationships there should also be a call to what is   
not yet. It is in this aspect that relationships most often fail.   
People seldom have the courage to call others to new life. Even   
between "close friends" the phrase "It's none of my business"   
or "just leave him alone" too often takes the place of call. Once   
again call is only successful relating when it unfolds out of   
acceptance and critique. The thrust of this style is that man's   
ultimate relationship is the model for his interpersonal dealings.  
  

One of the catch words of popular psychology is risk. Risk   
is seen to be the difficult but necessary stance if any 
relationship is to grow. There is a stubbornness in man, a strong 
bent towards self-enclosure, a valuing of safety that prohibits 
risk  taking. It is not easy for man to risk his weaknesses and   
strengths in communion with another or a community. The   
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paradox is that only the secure risk, only the rooted reach out.   
If .a man lives in the realization that he is rooted in the "some  
thing greater" of his transcendent experiences which accepts,   
critiques, and calls him, he is enabled to risk. His self-under  
standing gives him the power and the courage to go outside   
himself. His style is one of reaching out, of taking a chance. 

Closely related to risk and urged by man's ultimate relation  
ship is the markedly Christian stance of returning good for   
evil. On the level of national and international politics that   
stance becomes extremely complicated and involves the pros   
and cons of pacifism. In interpersonal relationships the strategy  
of returning good for evil is the sine qua non of endurance  
and growth. Without it any intimate relationship will   
at worst completely atrophy or at best become an armed   
truce. As with risk the courage to return good for evil comes   
from the consciousness that man is ultimately accepted, cri-  
tiqued, and called and he can afford to respond in kind. As a   
friend puts it, "If the universe is out to do you good, you can   
risk doing good to others." 

The pastoral minister must recognize that part of his identity  
is as a pastoral theologian. Doing pastoral theology not   
only involves theological knowledge but is a definite skill 
paralleling counselling and organizational skills. The elements 
of  this skill are: (1) the ability to identify and cultivate the   
significant experiences of a community; (2) to bring up the   
Christian tradition to illuminate and direct those experiences;   
(3) to elaborate a style and a strategy consonant with the   
Christian interpreted experience.  

This method can be applied to any area. In a recent series at 
the Center for Pastoral Ministry in Chicago this method was 
applied to the world of the sick, the world of the family, and the 
world of the Black. In this article transcendent experience was 
used as an example.   
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Hopefully this exploration and exemplification of a method of   
pastoral theology will help ministers to reflect on this role as   
pastoral theologians. 

 


